We present a method for measuring internal stellar structure based on asteroseismology that we call "inversions for agreement." The method accounts for imprecise estimates of stellar mass and radius as well as the relatively limited oscillation mode sets that are available for distant stars. By construction, the results of the method are independent of stellar models. We apply this method to measure the isothermal sound speeds in the cores of the solar-type stars 16 Cyg A and B using asteroseismic data obtained from Kepler observations. We compare the asteroseismic structure that we deduce against best-fitting evolutionary models and find that the sound speeds in the cores of these stars exceed those of the models.
INTRODUCTION
The detection and study of internal waves in stars-asteroseismology-provides a unique view into stellar interiors. As the structure of a star dictates the varieties and frequencies of its normal modes of oscillation, asteroseismic data can be used to set limits on the conditions inside a star. This is usually achieved by evolving stellar models, and the structure of the best-fitting model is then assumed to be a proxy for the structure of the star. However, theoretical pulsation frequencies of even the best stellar models have significant discrepancies with observations, implying that the structure of the star differs from the structure of the model. This is true for the Sun and other stars alike. A way to proceed from this point would be to quantify what internal conditions do support the oscillations that have been observed. This problem is the inverse of determining the mode frequencies of a known stellar structure, and is thus known as a structure inversion. Structure inversions are of value because their results are independent of models. However, the structure inversion problem is ill-posed in the sense described by Hadamard (1902) and therefore difficult to solve, especially given the relatively limited data that are available for other stars.
Consequently, structure inversions for internal properties such as the sound-speed profile have thus far been restricted to the Sun and other bodies within the solar system. In this paper, we present results of structure inversions performed to probe core structure in other stars. More specifically, we invert measured p-mode frequencies to deduce the squared isothermal sound speed (u ≡ P/ρ, where P is pressure and ρ is density), in the cores of the two solar analogs 16 Cyg A and 16 Cyg B. We achieve this by introducing an algorithm that we call "inversions for agreement" that works with the available data.
Helioseismic inversions, i.e. inversions for the Sun, have revealed that sound-speed profiles of solar-calibrated evolutionary models differ by only fractions of a percent from the actual structure of the Sun-a rare triumph of accuracy by astrophysical standards.
Furthermore, even before all flavors of solar neutrinos could be detected, helioseismic inversions were instrumental in showing that the solar neutrino problem was external to solar modeling (e.g. Antia & Chitre 1997; Bahcall et al. 1998) . Additionally, the importance of some physical processes in stellar physics have been revealed by helioseismic inversions as well. For example, by comparing solar models with and without diffusion and gravitational settling of helium and heavy elements, ChristensenDalsgaard et al. (1993) showed that it is important to take these effects into account (see also Figure 20 of Basu 2016) , and it has now become common practice to include these processes when modeling other solar-like stars. Hence, structure inversions are useful for verifying and improving models both within stellar physics and beyond.
The stars we wish to study with structure inversions are pulsating solar-type stars observed by Kepler. They are cool dwarf stars on the main sequence that pulsate in pure p-modes and show no signs of mode mixing (for a review of solar-like oscillations, see, e.g., Chaplin & Miglio 2013 ). The precise measurement of pulsation frequencies in these and other similar stars has enabled estimates of their ages, masses, and radii to better than 15%, 4%, and 2%, respectively (Silva Aguirre et al. 2015 Bellinger et al. 2016 Bellinger et al. , 2017 Angelou et al. 2017) . The solar-type stars belonging to the triple system of 16 Cygni are two of the most well-studied stars in this field. Though stellar models of these stars match the overall characteristics of the stars, such as their radii, luminosities, temperatures, and metallicities; an inspection of their mode frequencies reveals significant disagreements. Figure 1 shows a comparison of mode frequencies between models (Silva Aguirre et al. 2017, models GOE ) and observations of 16 Cyg A and B, with Sun-as-a-star data shown for reference. Clear differences can be seen between the mode frequencies of the evolutionary models and the measured mode frequencies of the stars.
The most conspicuous difference between the oscillations of stars and stellar models is an offset that increases with frequency. This offset arises due to inadequacies in modeling the effects of convection in the near-surface layers (see, e.g., Christensen- Dalsgaard 1984) as well as neglected treatment of pulsation-convection interaction (Houdek et al. 2017) . These are collectively known as "surface effects," and the offset they produce is usually called the "surface term." For modes of low spherical degree , the surface term is a function of frequency alone. There are a number of methods for correcting the disparities imposed by surface effects, such as those given by Kjeldsen et al. (2008) , Ball & Gizon (2014, hereinafter BG14) , and Sonoi et al. (2015) . Each of these methods works by assuming that the frequency offset due to the surface term has a particular form that can be fitted to the frequency differences and subtracted off.
Even after correction for the surface term, however, differences remain. Figure 2 shows the remaining discrepancies between mode frequencies of models and observations of 16 Cygni after subtracting off the two-term "BG14-2" surface effect. More than half of the surface-term corrected mode frequencies still have significant differences with the observed values. Moreover, the disparities are most significant in the radial and Frequency n mHz boundaries, have significant differences that are caused by differences in internal structure.
dipole modes, which probe the deep interior of the star.
Since mode frequencies of models produced by stellar evolution codes have significant differences with respect to observations even after correction for the surface term, we pursue the use of inversion techniques to make more direct determinations of stellar structure.
The inversion problem
Structure inversions can be posed as the problem of deducing small differences in structure between a star and a sufficiently close reference model by comparison of their mode frequencies. The basic problem is the same as the structure inversion problem for the Sun (for reviews of solar structure inversions, see for example Kosovichev 1999; Basu 2016) . The dependence of mode frequencies on the radial structure of a star is nonlinear and involves unobservable displacement eigenfunctions. However, the oscillation equations are, to first order, a set of Hermitian eigenvalue equations (Chandrasekhar 1964) , and hence they can be linearized around a known model using the variational principle. The linearization links the differences in frequencies between the reference model and the star to the differences in their internal structure. A byproduct of the linearization is the fact that the differences must be considered with respect to at least two stellar structure functions simultaneously, as variables such as the sound speed c and density ρ are not independent but rather related through the equations of stellar structure. The equations resulting from the linearization can be written as
where M is the set of observed modes, ν are the oscillation frequencies of those modes, f contains two stellar structure functions (i.e., f 1 (r) and f 2 (r); e.g. c(r) and ρ(r)), r is the fractional stellar radius, and P is a perturbation operator (in this case, the relative difference operator). Since measurements are uncertain, we include a term for the differences between the true and the measured values. Each mode of oscillation i has its own pair of kernels K i that relate changes in f to changes in ν i . The kernels are derived from the perturbation analysis (see, e.g., Gough & Thompson 1991 or Sec. 6.2. of Basu 2016 for details) and can be computed for a given reference model. Since the eigenproblem is Hermitian, perturbations to the oscillation mode eigenfrequencies do not depend to the first order on perturbations to the mode eigenfunctions. The inverse problem is thus to deduce f from the data ν, given that the kernels are known. There is no analytic solution to this problem and numerical methods must be employed. In practice, another term must also be added in order to account for the aforementioned surface effects. Although the technique makes use of a reference model, the results are independent; all stellar models within the linear regime produce essentially the same inference about the star (Basu et al. 2000) . We expand Equation (1) explicitly in the next section.
Like many inverse problems, the structure inversion problem is ill-posed: the solutions are not unique, and they are also unstable with respect to small fluctuations in the oscillation data (see Gough & Thompson 1991 In helioseismic investigations, the most common choice of f is the combination of squared adiabatic sound speed c 2 and density ρ. The kernels for this pair are shown in There are two major difficulties in trying to invert for the structure of other stars.
The first difficulty is the lack of data. Even for the best solar-type targets, only about 55 mode frequencies have been able to be measured. Furthermore, due to cancellation effects, we only get data for low-degree modes, usually of degree = 0, 1, 2, and sometimes 3. This limits the regions in the star that we are able to probe, the inversion techniques that we are able to employ, and the pair of stellar structure functions that we are able to use. Second, when compared with the Sun, masses and radii of stars are not known with the same precision. This is problematic because differences in mass and radius between the reference model and the proxy star cause systematic errors in the inversion results (see Basu 2003) . Most of the time, these quantities are not known independently and need to be determined from the same set of data.
Even where independent estimates are available, such as radii from interferometric measurements, the uncertainties are non-negligible. Both the amount of data and the precision to which the stellar mass and radius are known cause difficulties in inversion of asteroseismic data, and therefore the inversion methods need to be modified.
Asteroseismic inversions
Even before CoRoT and Kepler detected oscillations in a large number of stars, there were a number of studies that investigated the possibility of inverting asteroseismic p-mode oscillations to determine the core structures of solar-like stars (Gough & Kosovichev 1993; Gough 1998; Berthomieu et al. 2001; Basu et al. 2001 Basu et al. , 2002 Basu 2003) . Additionally, there was at least one inconclusive study that tried to perform an inversion of seismic data from Procyon A (di Mauro 2004). The theoretical investigations of structure inversions all used mode sets and data uncertainties that were expected to be available from future missions to determine how well the structure differences between the cores of pairs of models could be determined. Unfortunately, the assumptions about the available mode sets and uncertainties were rather optimistic when compared with data available today.
Mode Set
The limited mode set available for stars other than the Sun makes the inversion problem more difficult. The fact that we cannot make resolved-disk observations of other stars generally restricts the detection of modes to ≤ 3. The lower turning points of these modes are within the stellar core; consequently, lacking more shallowly trapped modes, we will be unable to resolve the details of the stellar envelope. Inversions using the OLA method or its variants are most suited for asteroseismic inversions, since OLA allows inversions over a small part of the star. Basu (2003) showed that instead of the (c 2 , ρ) pair of variables used in solar inversions, the (u, Y ) pair is better suited for asteroseismic structure inversions, where Y is the fractional helium abundance. This is because the kernels for Y are nonzero only in the helium ionization zone, as shown in Figure 5 . Thus from the point of view of Equation (1) the data, i.e., the frequency differences, are almost completely determined by differences in u, thereby making u easier to determine. However, in order to derive the kernels for the (u, Y ) pair, we have to assume that the EOS of the star is the same as that of the reference model (Dziembowski et al. 1990; Kosovichev 1999; . In other words, we are artificially adding information to the system. Basu & Christensen-Dalsgaard (1997) have shown that in the case of the Sun, this results in systematic errors in the inversion result; however, for other stars, we expect the errors caused by data uncertainties to be much larger than the systematic errors caused by an incorrect EOS. Thus, we proceed with this pair of variables. the Sun, asteroseismology of solar-like oscillators is restricted to low-degree, high-frequency modes.
Mass & Radius
The reduced precision of mass M and radius R estimates for stars other than the Sun also makes the problem more difficult. Frequencies scale as the square root of mean density, i.e., ν 2 ∝ M/R Notice that in contrast to the K (ρ,c 2 ) kernels shown in Figure 3 , the K (Y,u) kernels have very small values (0 < K(r) < 0.01) in the interior r < 0.9 R.
that the mass and radius of the star are known. Having imprecise estimates of the stellar mass and radius means that the mass and radius of the reference model are likely to differ from those of the star. Berthomieu et al. (2001) accounted for this effect in their tests of asteroseismic inversions with pairs of models by adding terms for δM and δR to the inversion procedure. However, they assumed δM and δR to be known exactly, and the impact of uncertainties was not explored in that work.
Another difficulty arises from the fact that the inversion equation and the kernels are usually derived using dimensionless units, with the relative differences in f 1 and f 2 being calculated at constant fractional radii. This raises complications alluded to earlier: the u inversion result itself is also systematically offset by the differences in mass and radius (Basu 2003) . In short, since kernels are derived using dimensionless . Hence u = uR/M , and so an inversion whose reference model has a different M or R will result in a u profile that differs by
Thus the inversion procedure must be modified in order to accommodate the reduced precision of mass and radius estimates.
These difficulties-limited mode sets and the uncertainties in stellar mass and radius estimates-have so far prevented structure inversions from widespread application in other stars. In this paper, we propose a way to circumvent the systematic error that results from the reference model having an incorrect mass and radius by extending the inversion procedure to use multiple reference models spanning the uncertainties in mass and radius. Furthermore, we introduce a new algorithm for the automated determination of inversion parameters. To put it concisely, this algorithm works by selecting the inversion parameters that maximize the agreement in the inversion result from different reference models. We apply this technique to the areas where the limited set of observed asteroseismic modes have resolving power, i.e. in the interior 30% of the star. We first demonstrate the efficacy of the algorithm by inverting the frequency differences between known models to determine that we are capable of producing the correct result. We then apply the method to the solar-type components of the 16 Cyg system with data obtained from the Kepler mission.
METHODS
We seek to measure the difference in internal structure between stars and their best-fitting evolutionary models, which we assume to be sufficiently close in structure such that linear perturbation theory applies. We begin by explicitly expanding Equation (1) using the (u , Y ) kernel pair. Given a set of M pulsation modes whose frequencies ν have been measured, e.g. M = {( = 0, n = 10), ( = 1, n = 12), . . .}, for each mode of oscillation i ∈ M we have an equation relating a frequency perturbation to perturbations in stellar structure:
Here δν is the difference in dimensionless oscillation mode frequency in the sense of (model -star), δu (r) is the difference in the dimensionless squared isothermal sound speed between a given stellar model and the star at fractional radius r, and δY (r) is the difference in the helium abundance. We assume the unknown differences between the true and the measured frequencies to be independent and normally distributed with zero mean and known standard deviations σ. The kernel functions K (u ,Y ) and K (Y,u ) are known functions of the reference model and serve to relate changes in u and Y to changes in oscillation mode frequencies. Finally, F surf is a surface term that depends on frequency and is normalized by mode inertiae I. Here we use the BG14-2 surface term, which Schmitt & Basu (2015) showed to be a good choice. This relation has
where a are coefficients that must be estimated during the inversion procedure and ν ac is the dimensionless acoustic frequency cut-off, which, under assumption of ideal gas, can be approximated by scaling from solar values with (Brown et al. 1991 )
with g being the surface gravity of the reference model, T eff its effective temperature, G the gravitational constant, and quantities subscripted with indicating the solar value. The next step is to invert Equation (3) to infer δu /u (r), for which we will use the OLA technique.
Optimally Localized Averages (OLA)
We invert Equation (3) using the method of Optimally Localized Averages (OLA).
If, for the sake of argument, the (u , Y ) kernel function of an oscillation mode were a δ function located at r 0 and zero elsewhere, and also if the (Y, u ) kernel were zero everywhere, then a departure in frequency of this mode from the observed value would demand that u (r 0 ) differs between model and star. According to Equation (3), the relative difference in u (r 0 ) between the model and the star would be proportional to the relative difference in that mode's frequency. The OLA inversion technique works based on this concept.
OLA combines the kernels of the observed modes into an averaging kernel K resembling a localized function that is peaked at a chosen target radius inside the star. This is done via a linear combination of Equation (3) over the observed modes, where each mode i ∈ M is weighted by a coefficient c i . If a vector of coefficients c exists such that an averaging kernel with the desired properties can be formed, the inversion result, i.e., the relative difference in u between the model and the star, is then given by that same combination of the data. The process that creates the averaging kernel for u also combines the kernels of Y to create a cross-term kernel, C , and a reliable inversion result depends on C being as small as possible. Under these conditions, and assuming the surface term has been removed, the inversion result corresponds to an average of the underlying true difference weighted by the averaging kernel, i.e.,
assuming that K dr = 1. Of course, the influence of data uncertainties must be controlled as well.
More formally, for a given target radius r 0 , the OLA procedure aims to construct an averaging kernel K (r) that is well-localized around r = r 0 . Recalling Equation (3), OLA proceeds by constructing a linear combination over all the observed modes:
where the vector c are inversion coefficients that will need to be determined for each given r 0 and
subject to the constraint that K (r; r 0 ) dr = 1.
Provided that the averaging kernel is well-localized at the target radius and the crossterm kernel, the surface-term contributions, and the combined data uncertainties are all small; this combination of relative frequency differences gives a localized average of δu /u at the target radius r 0 :
Here we have chosen to express relative differences in the sense
where q can refer to any quantity. Thus, Equation (11) can be redimensionalized using Equation (2) to infer u star with
We now turn our attention to determining the coefficients c that make this estimate possible.
Inversion coefficients using Subtractive OLA
The optimal inversion coefficientsĉ must strike a balance between forming a welllocalized averaging kernel and forming a small cross-term kernel while still having small uncertainty. In Subtractive OLA (SOLA, Pijpers & Thompson 1992 , 1994 , the averaging kernel is formed according to a specified well-localized form (the "target kernel"), and the coefficients c are determined by minimizing the difference between the averaging kernel obtained and the target kernel. This is a fast implementation of the OLA method. It comes at the price of a free parameter in the form of the properties of the target kernel. SOLA determines optimal coefficientsĉ for a given target radius r 0 by solving the optimization problem
Here β and µ are parameters that must be chosen to penalize the amplitude of the cross-term kernel and the effect of data uncertainties, respectively. A third parameter, ∆, gives the width of the target kernel(s). The function F penalizes deviations of the averaging kernel from the target kernel T and can be calculated as
The functional form of T can be chosen e.g. as a modified Gaussian that decays to zero at r = 0 but remains peaked at r = r 0 (e.g. Rabello-Soares et al. 1999) with
The normalization factor A is chosen to ensure T dr = 1. Since the resolution ultimately depends on the internal sound speed c s (Thompson 1993) , the function D gives the width of the kernels according to variations in c s and a free parameter ∆ that describes a fiducial width as
with r f being an arbitrary reference point (e.g., we choose r f = 0.2, although the result is rather insensitive to the choice). We note that other choices of F , T , G, and D are possible (see, e.g., Gough 1985; Brown et al. 1989 ), but they will not be explored here.
The SOLA inversion problem can be cast into a system of linear equations with the constraints enforced using Lagrange multipliers. Given choices of β, µ, and ∆, Equation (14) can be solved via matrix inversion, the details of which can be found, for example, in Chapter 10 of Basu & Chaplin 2017 . See Rabello-Soares et al. (1999 for a description of how inversion parameters are usually selected in helioseismology.
Depending on the data that are available, it may be possible to form zero, one, or more well-localized averaging kernels with correspondingly small cross-term kernels and well-controlled uncertainties at different locations in the stellar interior.
Selecting inversion parameters with multiple reference models ("inversions for agreement")
It is not clear a priori which inversion parameters should be chosen, nor is there a reliable algorithm for their selection. Here we propose an algorithm for selecting inversion parameters based on the following information. First, besides the effects that stem from differences in M and R, inversion results do not otherwise depend on the choice of reference model: with proper selection of inversion parameters, a wide range of reference models are capable of producing the correct inference (Basu et al. 2000) .
Furthermore, for a given mode set, and setting aside the surface term, the values of the mode frequencies themselves do not play a role in determining the averaging and cross-term kernels. Thus, provided the differences in the kernels between models are small, the same inversion parameters can be used for different models. Instead of performing single-model inversions, we invert using an array of reference models that span the uncertainties in M and R. We simultaneously estimate the inversion parameters and the stellar M and R such that the inferred stellar u profile from the different models are in agreement. We achieve this via repeated iterative optimization with random noise realizations. We constrain M and R with normal priors based on past studies, and set uniform priors on the inversion parameters. We have also tried this procedure with each reference model having its own individual set of inversion parameters (β, µ, ∆) to optimize, and we found that it did not have a substantial impact on the results.
We generate an array of nine reference models that are calibrated to span the 1σ uncertainties in mass and radius for each star whose interior structure we seek to infer.
We optimize a vector of five inversion parameters α = (β, µ, ∆, M star , R star ) which are shared among the nine models. We take an average among their inferred values of u star , and finally we choose the α that minimizes the variance of this average, weighted by the priors on M star and R star . Formally, we postulate that the optimal inversion parametersα across all of the reference models iŝ
where Var is the variance operator, r 0 are the target radii, andũ is a vector whose k th element u k (r 0 ; α) gives the inferred value of u star at target radius r 0 via the k th reference model using the inversion parameters α (cf. . Finally, Ψ is the prior distribution, which in this case has
with ψ being the normal density function and µ x and σ x being the mean and standard deviation of x. In each iteration of the algorithm, each of the non-and redimensionalizations are performed with the current estimate of M star and R star . For example,
In summary, Equation (19) says that the optimal inversion parameters are the ones that give the same inference of u star across all the reference models.
Since the inversion results depend on uncertain measurements, we perform repeated trials with random realizations of noise. Specifically, in each trial, we perturb each frequency ν with normal noise according its uncertainty σ ν , and the mass and radius estimates µ M and µ R via their uncertainties σ M and σ R . We then use the Nelder & Mead (1965) downhill simplex method to numerically search for the parameters that satisfy Equation (19) for that realization of noise. Because each inversion parameter is strictly non-negative and can potentially take on a large range of values, we optimize log α. We stop each trial after either the relative change in the objective function is reduced by less than the square root of the machine precision for double precision floating point numbers (∼ 10
), or a maximum number of 512 iterations is reached.
In the majority of cases, the former condition is met. We perform 128 trials and report the averaged results. Finally, we visually inspect the resulting averaging kernels and cross-term kernels to ensure that the averaging kernels are well-localized at the target radii and that the cross-term kernels have small amplitude everywhere.
3. RESULTS
Tests on Models
In order to validate our technique, we first apply the method to known models; this allows us to check that the procedure does indeed produce the correct result.
Specifically, we determine whether or not we can accurately recover the internal u profiles of the GOE models of 16 Cyg A and B using an array of different reference models as reference.
For the test, we generate an array of reference models for each star by calibrating models to their estimated masses (±1σ, Bellinger et al. 2016) , radii (±1σ, White et al. 2013 ), ages (Bellinger et al. 2016) , luminosities (White et al. 2013) , and metallicities (Ramírez et al. 2009 ). The estimates we use for these stars are given in Table 1 .
We calculate the models using the given mean values of their ages, luminosities, and metallicities. We construct the models using the MESA stellar evolution code (Modules oscillation modes that have been identified in 16 Cyg A and B, respectively. We use the same treatments of evolution and pulsation that are described in Section 2.1 of Bellinger et al. 2016 . None of the reference models have exactly the same mass or radius as the two GOE models that we are treating as our proxy stars. We perturb the proxy star frequencies with noise prior to beginning the procedure. 
16 Cyg A 1.080 ± 0.016 1.22 ± 0.02 6.90 ± 0.40 1.56 ± 0.05 0.096 ± 0.026
16 Cyg B 1.030 ± 0.015 1.12 ± 0.02 6.80 ± 0.28 1.27 ± 0.04 0.052 ± 0.021
We apply the inversion-for-agreement procedure described in Section 2.3. The results are shown in Figure 6 . The procedure gets the correct result. The uncertainties in δu/u are given by the average over the 128 trials. The "uncertainties" in fractional radius r/R are a measure of the resolution of the inversion and are given by the width at half maximum of an average over the averaging kernels of the different trials. The averaging kernels are reasonably well-localized and the cross-term kernels are small everywhere. The averaging kernels placed at r 0 = 0.3 begin to develop some amplitude outside of the target region; this is why we do not attempt to probe shallower layers.
Inversions for stellar structure
We now apply our structure inversion-for-agreement procedure on asteroseismic data of 16 Cyg A and B. The relative differences with respect to the GOE evolutionary models of these stars are shown in Figure 7 . As the mode sets are the same as in our tests with models, the averaging kernels and cross-term kernels are nearly identical to those shown in Figure 6 . The results are also tabulated in Tables 2 and 3 . We find that the sound speeds throughout the cores of 16 Cyg A and B exceed those of these evolutionary models.
In the case of 16 Cyg A, each of the individual measurements hovers around a 1σ difference. On the one hand, all of the model sound speeds are found to be lower than in the star, indicating that there are systematic differences between the model and the star. Viewed this way, the overall result is more significant than each of the measurements taken separately. On the other hand, there is covariance between the different measurements, because the different averaging kernels overlap to some degree. Thus, assigning an overall level of statistical significance to these results is challenging.
To assess whether the differences may stem from the GOE models having wrong masses or radii, we compare the inversion results against other models of different mass and radius. Following Equation (2), the spread in sound speeds caused by mass The colors serve to associate the inversion results with their respective averaging and cross-term kernels.
Middle: averaged averaging kernels, sensitive to changes in u , which have been placed at target radii 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3] . Bottom: averaged cross-term kernels that are sensitive to changes in helium abundance, whose amplitudes should be small everywhere relative to the averaging kernels. Insets:
the behavior of the averaging and cross-term kernels closer to the surface, where their amplitudes are small as desired (note the change in axes). and radius estimates are largest for the models with either a high radius and a low mass, or models with a low radius and high mass. Thus, we show in Figure 8 these inversion results against models with masses and radii that differ by 1σ in opposite directions from the mean estimated masses and radii of these stars. In both cases, the models with higher masses and lower radii are preferred. However, while the 16 Cyg B models show roughly broad agreement, the 16 Cyg A models do not agree quite as well.
The isothermal speed of sound depends principally on the inverse of the mean molecular weight µ of the fluid. Fusion alters the core composition and increases µ; thus, with all else equal, older stars will have a lower u in the core. To assess the effect of stellar age in the context of these results, we evolve two models to match the characteristics of 16 Cyg A (cf. Table 1 ) with ages of τ = 6 Gyr and τ = 5 Gyr, which are significantly lower than the estimated age of τ = 6.90 ± 0.40 Gyr. The relative differences between the core u of 16 Cyg A and these models are shown in Figure 9 . In the deep core (r = 0.05), the young age models have smaller differences when compared with the GOE model. However, the differences farther out are not explained with smaller ages. Furthermore, although it seems the inner core is better with the low-age models, frequency combinations such as r 0,2 (Roxburgh & Vorontsov 2003) indicate that the low age models are not appropriate. A comparison of r 0,2 values for these models is shown in Figure 10 . This may explain why the differences in u worsen just outside the core. 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we examined the problem of deducing the core structures of solar-like stars based on the frequencies of their normal modes of oscillation. We applied the SOLA inversion technique to infer the radial dependence of the squared isothermal sound speed throughout the interiors of two solar-type main-sequence stars. We inverted using the (u , Y ) kernel pair because the influence of the second variable (Y ) is very low in the regions of our interest. We presented a new algorithm for the automated determination of inversion parameters that also accounts for imprecise/inaccurate stellar mass and radius estimates. We validated this technique on models, and then applied it to the well-studied stars 16 Cyg A and B. We measured u at several different radii within these stars and compared these values to best-fitting evolutionary models of these stars. We found that the sound speeds in the cores of these stars are greater than in the GOE models. This is to our knowledge the first time the radial variation in sound speed has been measured in a star other than the Sun.
In the case of 16 Cyg B, it seems plausible that adjustments to the mass and radius of the GOE model may serve to fix the differences that we find. In the case of 16 Cyg A however, the source of the disparities is more difficult to pinpoint. Lower age models help with the differences in the deeper parts of the core, but do not aid with the differences farther out. Furthermore, the lower age models fail to reproduce the asteroseismic frequency ratios of 16 Cyg A, which effectively rules age out as the culprit. Missing physical processes, incorrect application of known processes, or inadequate inputs in the calculations of the models may therefore be at cause.
For example, while the GOE model of 16 Cyg A does not have a convective core at the present age, it did have one during the first 1.75 Gyr of its evolution. As core convection modifies the mean molecular weight, the duration of its existence may leave a footprint in the sound speed. It may then be the case that an incorrect prescription of convection in stellar cores is the cause of these discrepancies.
16 Cyg A and B are stars either on the main sequence or nearly at the main-sequence turnoff. The main sequence is a well-studied phase of evolution, and the different types of observations that are possible for main-sequence stars lead to estimates of their ages, masses, and radii in a well-known way. Being the first and also the longest-lived stage of evolution, getting the details of the main-sequence evolution right is necessary for also getting the later stages of stellar evolution right as well. Any neglected processes that cause substantial errors on the core structure of main-sequence stars will subsequently propagate into the later stages of evolution.
As is always the case with ill-posed inverse problems, there is no guarantee that the end result will be the true profile of the star. That being said, the procedure has worked well in blind tests on models with known structure. Therefore, some confidence can be put in the results.
